Next Level Launches New Program Today Targeting C-Suite Jobs for Execs

"Next Level launches new program today targeting C-Suite jobs for executives as an addition to its Executive Directive program servicing top level job candidates for advancement."

NEW YORK (PRWEB) February 18, 2019 -- Next Level launches new program today targeting C-Suite jobs for executives as an addition to its Executive Directive program servicing top level job candidates for advancement in their careers.

"When a man or woman confronts a transition, whether by choice or necessity, they often fall into a default contemplation of positions that are the same as those they are leaving behind with the expectation that what they have experienced and accomplished during their last engagement will have earned the increased compensation or, at least, and worthy signing bonus," says Next Level CEO Jack Robbins. "What they should be considering instead is a leap to the next level in the corporate hierarchy."

"Making the jump to the next level of leadership and authority can be quite a daunting proposition for anyone but it is really up to the individual man or woman to make that call for themselves," says Jack Robbins. "The importance of this shouldn't be underestimated because it is the evident self-confidence exhibited by a candidate that often closes the deal; one of the intangibles they bring to the table."

"C-Suite targeting allows a top level job candidate confront the reality of such a transition so they are prepared to answer all the questions that arise and silence the doubts they themselves may be harboring about making the move," says Jack Robbins. "Questions will arise and one must have the answers ready and be committed to them in advance."

The Executive Directive program is pleased to introduce this element of executive advancement.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.